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BCWI Background
Since 1990, the British Columbia Wine Institute has played a pivotal role in
transforming BC’s wine industry from simply a vision to an internationally
recognized niche wine growing region.
The BCWI maintains the following key industry responsibilities:

Market 100% BC wines from regions across BC that together
contribute $1.7 billion in provincial economic activity annually.

Represent and advocate on behalf of all wineries in British
Columbia to grow the market share for the 100% BC Wines of
British Columbia.

Drive awareness of our world-class wines and tourism experiences
that currently draw over 1,000,000 visitors with $600 million in
tourism economic impact annually.

BC VQA Wine Industry – Economic Impact
The wine industry provides economic benefit not just in major urban centres,
but primarily in rural, agricultural regions of BC. The BC VQA industry has the
following economic impact to BC:
Economic Benefits

Economic Value

Jobs

8,320 direct, indirect and induced jobs in British Columbia.

Wages

$331.5M in wages paid to British Columbia residents.

Taxes
Economic
Impact

$183.2M in direct taxes paid through sales tax, excise taxes,

income taxes, payroll taxes, property taxes, and other business taxes
and fees. For perspective, this is double the 2020 budget for the Ministry of Agriculture.

$1,674M in total economic impact to British Columbia.

BC VQA Market Share Compared to Other Wine Regions
Despite having world class wine producing regions, the share of BC wine
consumed in BC remains significantly lower than comparable regions. The
Provincial economic opportunity of addressing this gap is vast.
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Finding: A bottle of BC wine generates 5.5 times the economic activity ($) as a bottle of imported wine.
Scenario: What would the economic impact be if the share of BC VQA wine consumed in BC increased

by 10%, from 18% to 28% domestic consumption? **

**Reference Summary for the economic impact of
increasing domestic consumption from 18% to 28%

Urgent BC Wine Industry BC LDB
Challenges

Urgent BC Wine Challenges
Domestic policy in most global wine-producing regions is designed to support and
enhance domestic wine production and consumption. BC public policy is
currently creating major headwinds limiting investment, growth and ultimately
Provincial economic activity

1

2

3

The material gap between the BC Wine
market share (18%) and the BCLS shelf
space allocation (7.6%)

BCLS retail practices including nontransparent markup, variable pricing
(e.g. BC Select program) have halved
the growth of the BC VQA

The practice of bridge buying
demonstrates poor industry / LDB
collaboration and is only possible
because the LDB uses its monopoly to
drive excess retail profits at the expense
of producers.

4

5

6

The LDB is pursuing brand ownership of
foreign wine, produced in regions with
lower labour costs, conditions, and
employment standards, competing
directly with wine produced in BC.

The lack of real time data availability
limits the ability of producers to
effectively business plan in terms of
production, marketing, and operations.

The corporate structure of the LDB as a
Provincially owned monopoly lacking any
independent oversight creates an
environment where the LDB acts as both
the regulator and competitor of industry.

BCLS Shelf Space & Support for BC VQA Wines
There are currently 3,739 wine products listed on the BCLS online
product catalogue of which 284 (7.6%) are BC VQA. Contrasting this to
the 18% market share of BC VQA wine in BC and dramatically
underrepresented relative to the demand for BC VQA wine.

Problems

Recommendations

1

The lack of brand diversity and allocation
of BC VQA SKUs listed at BC Liquor Stores
(8% of all wine) compared to BC VQA
Provincial market share at 18+%

1

Increase brand diversity & shelf space
allocated to BC VQA wine to better
reflect existing market share.

2

BCLS merchandizing & promotional
opportunities are limited, including lack
of focus on premium BC VQA wine.

2

Increased promotional opportunities (e.g.
thematics, end-isle-displays, etc.) that
include premium & small-lot BC VQA wine
in select section of the BCLS.

BCLS Retail Practices
As the wholesale monopoly player and the retailer representing 60% of BC
alcohol retail sales, the BC LDB plays a powerful market making role. With this
outsized role comes an important responsibility to practice fair retail pricing.
Many public retailers assist local industry but at least a level playing field is
expected.

Problems

Recommendations

1

The BC LDB intentionally lacks
transparency in raising retail
prices, and corresponding retail
margins, for fast moving, BC
produced wine products.

1

End the practice of markup nontransparency and abruptly increasing
retail prices and margins on fast moving
local BC wine products.

2

The BC Select program of high volume
short period, low margin promotions
short product lives and/or very
inconsistent sales patterns which reduces
the confidence of BC wineries to make
the long-term investments necessary for
category growth.

2

End the BC Select program.

Bridge Buying
The LDB employs a practice of bridge buying where they take advantage of
limited time offer promotions to purchase more volume than it anticipates will
sell during the promotional period at discounted rates and then sells this
product at full retail price once the limited time offer has expired.

Problems
1

The BC LDB currently takes advantage of
limited time offer promotions to purchase
more volume than it anticipates selling at
a discount and then sells the balance of
product following the discount period at
full price.

Recommendations
1

BC LDB should end the practice of bridge
buying and work with local BC suppliers in
a collaborative way.

Private Label
The BC LDB is pursuing brand ownership of foreign wine, produced in regions
with lower labour costs, working conditions, and employment standards, that
competes directly with wine produced in British Columbia.

Problems
1

The BC LDB has investigated using white
labeled products to create alternative
options from the traditional national
branded products. These products are
sourced from global regions with inferior
labour and environmental standards
which is why they offer higher retail
margins.

Recommendations
1

BC LDB should end the pursuit of private
label wine.

BC LDB Floor Pricing

Floor Pricing
Existing floor prices in BC for wine products are much lower than other Canadian
provinces and would remain lower even with a hypothetical adjustment for the
BC CPI since inception in 1998.
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Currently, a flat floor price is used for different types of alcohol in BC. This price is based solely on volume as
opposed to ABV and has not been adjusted for CPI since 1998 for wine, 2008 for beer and 2010 for spirits .

British Columbia Minimum Pricing
Introduced in 1989, British Columbia was one of the first provinces to implement
a floor pricing policy. Unfortunately, BC has failed to adjust floor prices over
time, resulting in a policy that is now outdated and ineffective.

Problems
1

Existing floor prices in British Columbia
for wine products are much lower than
other Canadian provinces. Even if existing
floor prices had been hypothetically
adjusted for the BC CPI since their 1998
inception, they would remain lower than
other Provincial floor prices in 2019.

Recommendations
1

Implement a floor price of all alcohol
products of $8 / 100ml of absolute
alcohol.

Imported Wine Carbon Tax

Carbon Tax
BC should apply the carbon tax rate to imported wine products operating in
regions that do not currently price carbon emissions, the base carbon price for
the first 3 stages would amount to $0.61/case, and the variable (distribution)
carbon price would range from $0.33/case to $1.01/ case.

Finding: Annual government revenues are projected to be ~$6M, of which 40% is generated from European

wines, 21% from Australian/New Zealand wine, 19% from South American Wine and 15% from US Wine.**
**Using the most recent BC market sales data applying BC carbon tax rate
($50/tonne CO2e, 2021) to import wine

Overview
British Columbia’s wine producers gladly accept and pay the increasing BC
carbon tax on the wine production and distribution lifecycle while most foreign
alternatives do not. There is an opportunity to level the playing field.

Problems

Recommendations

1

Consumers are not educated on material
carbon differences between local and
imported wine.

1

Implement a shelf sticker price labelling
system that shows consumers the relative
GHG emissions generated from the
distribution of wine products.

2

Foreign wine is generally produced and
distributed in regions that do not price
carbon emissions whereas the production
inputs and distribution for BC wine
carries an increasing carbon tax creating
an unlevel playing field.

2

Apply the BC carbon tax rate to wine
imports from regions that do not have a
climate pricing regime. Use the proceeds
to create a fund aimed at lowering BC
wine emissions (fleet and farm equipment
electrification, etc.)

Core BTAP Recommendations

Overview
There were several core recommendations highlighted as priorities from the
Business Technical Advisory Panel report.

Recommendations
1

BC LDB should share data on product movement, basket analysis, and trends like partners for
the benefit of both producers and the LDB (BTAP #4 & #5).

2

The BC government should include growth targets for the market share of BC agricultural
alcohol products in the BC LDB mandate letter. (BTAP #9).

3

Immediately initiate planning and design of an independent board(s) to oversee the BC LDB to
ensure alignment with broad Provincial interests. (BTAP #7)

4

Immediately implement an advisory panel to present policy and operating solutions to increase
the share of domestically produced alcohol products in a socially and environmentally
sustainable way. (BTAP #8)

BC LDB Mandate Letter
The BC LDB mandate letter should be changed to include growth targets for
domestically produced wine. A growth target of 10% annually would increase the
share of BC wine consumed in BC from 18% to 28%.
Seven other BC departments have mandate letters with language that specifically includes
direction to support BC producers and the jobs associated with their production.
BC Ministry

Date of Letter

Agriculture

07/18/17

Protect and encourage the production and
consumption of local foods

Energy, Mines and Petroleum

07/18/17

Generate sustainable energy that creates
lasting, good jobs for BC and combats
climate change

Natural Resources

07/18/17

Protect and increase jobs in the lumber
industry while partnering with First Nations
communities

Tourism, Arts and Culture

07/18/17

Develop the tourism sector as a job creator
in BC and improve quality of public facilities

Jobs, Trade and Tech

07/18/17

Invest in and develop domestic tech
industries while promoting local hiring

Citizens’ Services

07/18/17

Encourage local hiring and supply chain,
specifically in technology

07/18/17

Advocate for local businesses in trade
negotiations and expand their export
opportunities

Trade

Mandate Letter Description

BC LDB Independent Oversight
A separate board with a mandate to use LDB market power to improve the
economic opportunities for British Columbians would provide the oversight
necessary to ensure that policy and action reflect broader Provincial objectives.

Comparable BC Independent Boards

82% of Canadians Live in Provinces with Independent Liquor Boards that
Oversee Liquor Wholesale and Retail

Advisory Panel
While there is no functioning BC LDB board in the interim, the province should
create an LDB advisory panel, which would advise the LDB on opportunities to
increase the domestic share of alcoholic products in a socially &
environmentally sustainable way.
The concept of governments establishing and using industry expert
advisory panels to make policy recommendations is well established. The
table below describes some relevant examples of advisory panels
successfully advancing policy objectives.
Advisory Panels

Mandate

Victoria (Australia) Wine Industry Ministerial
Advisory Committee

Advise the Minister for Agriculture on opportunities and issues
affecting the long-term performance and sustainability of the
Victorian Wine Industry.

BC Agriculture Land Commission Advisory
Committee

Review and consider land use applications to administer the
Agriculture Land Reserve. The commissions seek to preserve
agriculture land, encourage farming and governments to
enable and accommodate farm use of agricultural land.

City of Vancouver Indigenous Peoples’
Advisory Committee

Advise council and staff on enhancing access and inclusion for
urban indigenous peoples to fully participate in City services
and civic life. Advise the City on the Reconciliation
Framework as it is developed, implemented and updated.

Summary

Economic Opportunity
Industry believes that executing these initiatives will result in a 10% annual
growth rate in the share of 100% BC wine consumed in BC, increasing the share
from 18% to 28% over five years.
Economic Benefits
Direct, indirect and induced jobs
in British Columbia.

Current (18%) Opportunity

Future (28%)

8,320 Jobs

4,622 Jobs

12,942 Jobs

Wages paid to British Columbia
residents.

$331.5 M

$184.2 M

$515.7 M

Direct taxes paid through sales
tax, excise taxes, income taxes,
payroll taxes, property taxes, and
other business taxes and fees.

$183.2 M

$164.9 M

$374.9 M

1,674 M

$930 M

$2,604 M

Total economic impact to British
Columbia.

Recommendations
The table below outlines the recommendations that were highlighted throughout the
briefing presentation and detailed in the BCWI Policy Recommendations for Growing the
Domestic BC Wine Industry White Paper
Briefing Section

Recommendation

Urgent BCLB
Concerns

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Increase brand diversity & shelf space allocated to BC VQA wine to better reflect existing
market share.
BC LDB should end the practice of abruptly increasing retail prices and margins on fast
moving local BC wine products.
BC LDB should end the practice of bridge buying and work with local BC suppliers in a
collaborative way.
BC LDB should end the BC Select program.
BC LDB should end the pursuit of private label wine.

Opportunities

1)
2)

Implement a floor price for all alcohol products of $8 / 100ml of absolute alcohol.
Apply BC carbon tax to wine imports from regions that do not have a climate pricing
regime.

BTAP
Recommendation

1)

BC LDB should share data on product movement, basket analysis, and trends like
partners for the benefit of both producers and the LDB (BTAP #4 & #5)
The BC government should include growth targets for the market share of BC agricultural
alcohol products in the BC LDB mandate letter. (BTAP #9)
Immediately initiate planning and design of an independent board(s) to oversee the BC
LDB to ensure alignment with broad Provincial interests. (BTAP #7)
Immediately implement an advisory panel to present policy and operating solutions to
increase the share of domestically produced alcohol products in a socially and
environmentally sustainable way. (BTAP #8)

2)
3)
4)

Thank you.

